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	JavaScript Bible, 4th Edition, 9780764533426 (0764533428), John Wiley & Sons, 2001
If JavaScript can do it, you can do it too … Create Web pages brimming with dynamic content. Engage your page visitors with programmed style sheets that respond instantly to user interaction. Take charge of your user interface by controlling CSS, plug-ins, Java applets, and even XML data. With the expert advice of Danny Goodman, today's premier JavaScript authority, you'll learn the best ways to bring your pages to life. Writing with his trademark clarity and verve, Goodman shares his vast experience and insight on every aspect of client-side JavaScript. From beginner to advanced, this extensively revised and expanded new edition has the information you've been searching for. Inside, you'll find complete coverage of JavaScript
	Get up to speed fast on JavaScript basics with a tutorial tailored for newcomers
	Create scripts for mouse rollover effects and powerful client-side form validation
	Master JavaScript and DOM concepts with Danny's exclusive interactive workbench: The Evaluator
	Apply the latest JavaScript 1.5 exception handling and custom object techniques
	Implement cross-browser Dynamic HTML applications for MSIE 5.5 and Navigator 6
	Develop deployment strategies that best suit your content goals and target audience


CD-ROM includes:
	A searchable e-version of the book
	Nearly 300 ready-to-run scripts from the book
	Plus the full version of WebSpice Objects, a demo of BBEdit, and TextPad shareware


"This book is a must-have for any Web developer or programmer." — Thoma Lile, President, Kanis Technologies, Inc. "JavaScript Bible is the definitive resource in JavaScript programming. I am never more than three feet from my copy." — Steve Reich, CEO, Page Coders www.hungryminds.com System Requirements: PC running Windows 95 or later, Windows NT 4 or later; Power Macintosh running System 7.6 or later. See Appendix E for details and complete system requirements.         

       About the Author
   About the Author Danny Goodman is the author of numerous critically acclaimed and best-selling books, including The Complete HyperCard Handbook, Danny Goodman's AppleScript Handbook, and Dynamic HTML: The Definitive Reference. He is a renowned authority and expert teacher of computer scripting languages and is widely known for his "JavaScript Apostle" articles at Netscape's ViewSource online developer newsletter. His writing style and pedagogy continue to earn praise from readers and teachers around the world. To help keep his finger on the pulse of real-world programming challenges, Goodman frequently lends his touch as consulting programmer and designer to leading-edge World Wide Web and intranet sites from his home base in the San Francisco area.
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Functional And Object Oriented Analysis And Design: An Integrated MethodologyIdea Group Publishing, 2006
The main objective of this book is to teach students and practitioners to analyze and design information systems (IS) using the functional and object oriented methodology (FOOM),1 which combines the functional (process-oriented) approach with the object oriented (OO) approach.

The functional approach to IS development (sometimes also...

		

FileMaker Web Publishing: A Complete Guide to Using the API for PHPWordware Publishing, 2007
FileMaker Web Publishing offers an unparalleled development strategy for database managers, web designers, and programmers who are interested in getting the most out of FileMaker databases on the web. As the book covers both introductory web publishing and advanced database programming on the web, it is ideal for all skill levels.     

...

		

Failed StoneBirkhauser, 2002


	In the spring of 2002, I wrote a book entitled

	Falling Glass: Problems and Solutions in

	Contemporary Architecture. The research for

	Falling Glass helped me understand how

	glass failures could be avoided and enlightened

	me as to which innovations were being

	explored within the glass industry. Originally,

	the book was...




	

The Bible And the Dead Sea Scrolls (Archaeology and Biblical Studies)Society of Biblical Literature, 2005
The Dead Sea Scrolls have revolutionized our understanding of the literature of the Hebrew Bible, Second Temple Judaism, and the New Testament. The study of the Scrolls is now essential for understanding the history and transmission of the earliest biblical manuscripts, the development of apocalyptic and wisdom writings, and the rise of Jewish...

		

Promoting Sustainable Electricity in Europe: Challenging the Path Dependence of Dominant Energy SystemsEdward Elgar Publishing, 2008
This is a timely and comparative assessment of initiatives to promote renewable electricity sources (RES) in eight European countries. Carried out by the ProSus research programme at the University of Oslo in cooperation with leading research institutions in each country, the study focuses on the promotional schemes used to foster RES in Austria,...

		

Complete Digital Design: A Comprehensive Guide to Digital Electronics and Computer System ArchitectureMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Digital systems are created to perform data processing and control tasks. What distinguishes one system from another is an architecture tailored to efficiently execute the tasks for which it was designed. A desktop computer and an automobile’s engine controller have markedly different attributes dictated by their unique requirements. Despite...
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